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DRENTECH Redline
We are happy to announce that we have obtained our first EU Quality Management System Certificate (MDR) Pursuant to Regulation (EU) 2017/745 on Medical Devices for the Redline product!
 









COAXIAL DRAIN
The perfect synthesis of standard bore catheter and efficient fluted drain, combined together in a new hubless, single extrusion profile.

















    
    
    








    
        
            
                                
                    
                        
                            
                                PREMIUM SELECTION
                            

                            
                                Find here the state-of-the-art of our drainage solution for the best clinical result.
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                                        REDAX EXPERIENCE AND INNOVATION.
                                    

                                                                        
                                        Nowadays a company success is mainly driven by its capability to innovate and improve, to satisfy continuous evolving market. Redax combines experience and innovation with the ability to portray clinical requirements, through continuous cooperation with physicians, engineers and opinion leaders.
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                                            "We become old when memories replace our dream". In Redax we've been dreaming since 1999... and we will continue to do so for many years to come!
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                                FIND OUR DISTRIBUTORS
                            

                                Over eighty respected distribution partners located throughout in the world, choose your region to learn more about our products and services.
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                            Sede legale: Via Galileo Galilei, 18 - 46025 Poggio Rusco (MN) Italy - Partita IVA: 02556750368 - Codice Fiscale: 01796710810
                            Capitale sociale: 1.000.000,00 i.v. - REA: 245014 - PEC: redax@pcert.it
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